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Hi All, 

 

This document is a record of how I configured TrainController for easy control of my 46900 Roco 

Crane and the important points required to successfully run it using macros embedded as function 

buttons in a Train Window. 

 

Systems Tested: - Uhlenbrock Intellibox and ESU ECoS 

 

The diagram above shows it in RUN mode set at the defaults. 

 

 

Roco Crane 46900 above with Hook Ramp and new Boom Cradle. (See article on modifications below) 

 

 

Roco Crane Operation Improvements 

  

http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/pdf/46900_roco_crane_improvements.pdf
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Crane Control Philosophy 
The crane had to have easy function control selection and be able to perform the following control 

operations with ease. 

 Boom must be in the UP position before other options can be operated. 

 Hook down/up will only operate when the Boom is in the UP position. 

 Crane rotation will only operate when the Boom is in the UP position. 

 Crane rotation must go in the correct direction with or without the magnet turned on. 

 Magnet can only be turned on when the hook is down. 

 

YouTube Crane Control Demonstration 
Duration: - 5:12min.  

 

The supplied file “roco_crane_control.zip” contains the following files 
rms_roco_crane_210111.yrr 

rms_roco_crane_210111.yrs 

rms_roco_crane_210111.yrw 

rms_roco_crane.yrl 

RocoCrane.yra (My thanks to Thomas Arlitt for supplying this graphic file) 

 

Warning: - All files have been created using Gold TC software version 7.0E2 

  Your Roco Crane must be catalogue # 46900 (Märklin version) 

  Testing your Roco Crane is done at your own risk. 

 

Installing Crane Control Files 

To have a look at the Roco Crane operating, unzip “roco_crane_control.zip” and do the following. 

1. Place rms_roco_crane_210111.yrr, rms_roco_crane_210111.yrs and 

rms_roco_crane_210111.yrw under the TrainController directory. 

2. Make a directory called “Function_items” under the TrainAnimator directory and place 

RocoCrane.yra under the Function_items directory. 

3. Place rms_roco_crane.yrl under TrainController\Locomotive Data directory. 

 

Crane Control Testing 

1. Start TrainController and select your digital system. The rms_roco_crane_210111.yrr file was 

created using an Uhlenbrock Intellibox. 

2. Go into Edit Mode, Under the General Tab add the correct graphic from Function_items 

directory then under Connection Tab change the Roco Crane address to suit the decoder address 

that your Roco Crane has and you are now nearly ready to start testing. 

3. Control you Roco Crane manually from your digital controller and confirm that the forward 

direction defaults are the same as shown by the blue flagman in the diagram at the top of the first 

page. (Rot=CW, Boom=Up, Hook=Up, Aux=Off)  
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O028fjFrJ2g
http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/files/roco_crane_control.zip
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Crane Control Testing continued 

 

4. Start by ensuring the direction arrow is Forward (pointing to the Right) then do a System Stop, 

wait a few seconds then do a System Go 

 

5. Click the function button in the Train Window or Defaults/PWR Reset On-Off switch to put 

all switches and Flagman to the Default Rotation. The yellow crane light should repeat flash 1x. 

6. Click the  function button in the Train Window or Boom On-Off switch to select the boom. 

The yellow crane light should repeat flash 2x. 

7. Click the  function button in the Train Window or Hook On-Off switch to select the hook. 

The yellow crane light should repeat flash 3x. 

8. Click the  function button in the Train Window or Rotate On-Off switch to select option 

rotate. The yellow crane light should repeat flash 1x. 

9. Now click , ,  and  in any order, make sure you pause a few seconds between 

clicking each select function item and also check that the crane light is flashing in the correct 

manner for each selection you have made. It is essential that your crane responds correctly to the 

selection you have made. 

10. The following blue icons     contain imbedded macros where 

the action required is first selected then the crane is controlled for a period of time. Make sure you 

are successful with point 9 before you start using the blue icons and wait until the action is 

complete before selecting the next action. 

11. Please note the constraints below. 

 Boom must be in the UP position before other options can be operated. 

 Hook down/up will only operate when the Boom is in the UP position. 

 Crane rotation will only operate when the Boom is in the UP position. 

 Crane rotation must go in the correct direction with or without the magnet turned on. 

 Magnet can only be turned on when the hook is down. 

 

12. Ensure the direction is forward before exiting TrainController. 

 

 

Tip: -  

If a relay is wired to turn on/off the power to the track where the Roco Crane is located and is controlled 

by the  or Defaults/PWR Reset On-Off switch you won’t have to do a power reset of your system. 

 

 

 

 

A Look ‘Under’ the Hood at the Roco Crane Functions 

 
See Part B of Roco Crane Control using Gold TC7.0E2 

 

 

As always enjoy your model trains. 

http://members.ozemail.com.au/~rossstew/rms/pdf/Roco%20Crane%20Control%20Part%20B.pdf

